How Forest Allies contributes to the Sustainable Development Goals

The UN’s 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, adopted by all 193 United Nations Member States in 2015, provides a blueprint for achieving peace and prosperity for the world’s people and landscapes. At its heart are 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG's), which support a comprehensive vision of sustainable economic, social, and environmental development. Tackling climate change and conserving forests—aims of Forest Allies and an associated Community of Practice created by the Rainforest Alliance—are critical to this effort.

Forest Allies + UN Sustainable Development Goals

The Rainforest Alliance developed Forest Allies in 2020 as an answer to the challenges companies face in achieving their forest commitments. An alliance of companies, local civil society organizations, and forest communities, Forest Allies creates a bridge between corporate commitments to global initiatives and on-the-ground actions by implementing responsible forest management and restoration programs and reporting on outcomes to measure success.

The Rainforest Alliance has analyzed how Forest Allies’ primary activities align to the SDGs through an assessment that used the Integrated Community Forest Management (ICFM) approach as a theoretical basis. The first step was to review all the SDGs and their targets and identify each relevant one for Forest Allies. Secondly, explicit actions and descriptions explained in the ICFM Monitoring and Evaluation framework were identified, so their level of relevancy per SDG target could be determined. Once their level of relevancy was determined, the SDGs were prioritized accordingly, while still acknowledging the interconnected nature of the SDGs.

Next Steps

With 30+ years of expertise, the Rainforest Alliance created Forest Allies, a comprehensive, three-year roadmap for program implementation, management, measurement and evaluation; the roadmap runs through January 2024. Implementation of programs is currently underway in Indonesia, Cameroon, Mexico, Guatemala, Colombia, and Peru, with regular reporting and workshopping for stakeholders, Community of Practice members, local governments, and other key allies scheduled in 2022 and 2023.
SDG 1: NO POVERTY
For the Forest Allies initiative, land tenure and land-use planning is a key pillar, as rural and forest communities with ownership over their lands have better economic well-being. This pillar includes working to have these rights and land-use plans recognized by local authorities and state institutions and keep social legitimacy by safeguarding the customs of other groups living in or around the community forest area they depend upon.

SDG 13: CLIMATE ACTION
With their capacity to store carbon, forests are an important ally in addressing the climate crisis. Many indicators used by the Rainforest Alliance, beyond those found under the ICFM Monitoring and Evaluation pillar Forest Management, work toward these outcomes by promoting sound governance, land-use planning, and thriving community forest enterprises. This approach helps maintain forest integrity, avoid deforestation, and increase resilience through risk management that aims to reduce harmful impacts on infrastructure, forest resources and communities by natural hazards.